Theorem 2 Suppose there exists a real-valued measurable cardinal. Then for any function f : R 2 ! R and < ! 1 , if f x is approximately continuous and f y is Baire for every x; y 2 R, then f is Baire + 1 as a function of two variables.
Theorem 3 (i) Suppose that R can be covered by ! 1 closed null sets. Then there exists a nonmeasurable function f : R 2 ! R such that f x is approximately continuous and f y is Baire 2 for every x; y 2 R: (ii) Suppose that R can be covered by ! 1 null sets. Then there exists a nonmeasurable function f : R 2 ! R such that f x is approximately continuous and f y is Baire 3 for every x; y 2 R: Theorem 4 In the random real model for any function f : R 2 ! R if f x is approximately continuous and f y is measurable for every x; y 2 R, then f is measurable as a function of two variables.
Remarks. Davies 6] showed that any function of two variables which is separately approximately continuous is Baire 2. Theorem 1 which generalizes this was announced in Laczkovich and Petruska 15] , but the proof was never published. In Davies and Draveck y 5] and Grande 10] it is shown that CH implies the existence of a nonmeasurable function f such that f x is approximately continuous for every x and f y is measurable for every y. It is easy to check that these constructions, in fact, give Baire 2 sections. Our Theorem 3 is a re nement of this observation. Note that Bartoszynski and Shelah 1] have shown that it is relatively consistent with ZFC that R is the union of ! 1 meager null sets, but not the union of ! 1 closed null sets. It is well known that R can be the union of ! 1 closed null sets and the continuum arbitrarily large.
In Theorem 2 we only use that for any family of continuum many subsets of the real line there exists a measure extending Lebesgue measure and making the family measurable. This is slightly weaker than a real-valued measurable and has the consistency strength of a weakly compact cardinal (see Carlson 4] Lemma 6 Let (X; ; ) be a probability space such that every subset of X is in and let f : X R ! R be bounded. For < ! 1 if f x is Baire for every x 2 X, then the function
Proof. This is proved by induction on . If = 0; that is, if f x is continuous for every x; then the continuity of F follows from the dominated convergence theorem. For > 0, let n be a nondecreasing sequence of ordinals such that sup n2! ( n + 1) = . Let hf n : n 2 !i be a sequence of uniformly bounded functions such that (f n ) x is Baire n for each n and lim n!1 f n (x; y) = f(x; y):
Then by induction the function
is Baire n . By the dominated convergence theorem lim
is Baire .
Since there is a real-valued measurable cardinal we can nd an extension of Lebesgue measure which makes every set of reals measurable. The rest of the proof is the same as Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let R = <! 1 C ; where C is a closed set of measure zero for every < ! 1 :
By a Lemma of Zahorski 23 ] (see also Bruckner 3] For the second part, let R = <! 1 C ; where (C ) = 0 for every < ! 1 :
We may assume that each C is a G set. Following the proof of (i), we obtain a nonmeasurable function f such that f x is approximately continuous for every x: Also, for every y; the preimage of any set by f y is a countable union of F sets, and thus f y is Baire 3.
Proof of Theorem 4. We will use the following lemmas. For a set in the plane H R R and x; y 2 R let H x = fy 2 R : (x; y) 2 Hg and H y = fx 2 R : (x; y) 2 Hg: Lemma 7 The following statements are equivalent. Proof. This easily follows from the fact that if E R 2 is measurable then there is a Borel set B R 2 such that 2 (B) = 0 and y is a density point of E x for every (x; y) 2 E nB; see the argument on pp. 130-131 of Saks 20] . For the convenience of the reader we sketch the proof here. Without loss of generality, we may assume E is compact. Fix > 0 and de ne A n = f(x; y) 2 E : (E x \ I) (1 ) (I) whenever y 2 I and jIj < 1=ng:
(We use I to range over nondegenerate closed intervals.) Then it can be shown that A n is closed since E is. Therefore Now, putting H = f(x; y + r) : (x; y) 2 K; r 2 Qg; we obtain a set such that (H y ) = 0 for every y and (R n H x ) = 0 for x 2 A; and hence (ii) holds.
By the random real model we refer to any model of set theory which is a generic extension of a countable transitive ground model of CH by adding ! 2 random reals, i.e., forcing with the measure algebra on 2 ! 2 .
Lemma 8 In the random real model the following two facts hold:
1. R is not the union of ! 1 measure zero sets. Proof. Lemma 8.1 is due to Solovay 19] and is also proved in set let 2 be product space of the two point set 2 = f0; 1g with the usual product measure and topology. Let B ( ) denote the measure algebra, i.e., the Borel subsets of 2 modulo the measure zero sets. This is a complete boolean algebra which satis es the countable chain condition.
Let M be a countable standard model of ZFC+CH. For any set in M let B ( ) M denote the measure algebra in M. A generic lter may be regarded as a map G : ! 2.
We use the following facts which are probably all due to Solovay: 1. (see Kunen 13] for an element of 2 ! (see Kunen 13] Remarks. The next statement is implicit in Freiling 8] This is similar to our Lemma 7; also, it implies that if Fubini's theorem is not true for arbitrary bounded functions, then there is a nonmeasurable function f such that f x is approximately continuous and f y is measurable for every x; y:
